l6	THE   HERO  IN  HISTORY
individual who affects history—that is, who helps redetermine
the direction of historical events—must get himself believed in
or acclaimed, as a condition of his historical effectiveness.
Neither Peter the Great nor Frederick II had a mass following.
It is only in modern times, where populations are literate, and
lip allegiance to the democratic ethos prevails even in countries
where its political forms are flouted, that the leader must get
himself believed in to enhance his efiFectiveness. It should also
be noted that the modern leader or dictator has emerged in a
period of mass movements. In consequence he must have a mass
base of support and belief as a counterweight to other mass
movements. Mass belief in him before he readies power is born
of despair out of need, and nurtured by unlimited promises.
Once he takes tite reins, the dictator needs some mass support
to consolidate his power. After that he can manufacture popular
belief in his divinely ordained or historically determined mission
almost at will.
Mass acclaim, which was not a necessary condition of the
leader's effectiveness in past eras, is not a sufficient condition
of historical effectiveness in the present. A figurehead like the
King of Italy or a royal romantic like Edward VIII may be very
popular, but he decides nothing. For our purpose the apotheosis
of an historical figure is relevant only when it permits him to do
historically significant things which he would have been unable
to accomplish were he unpopular or without a mass following.
3. Whoever saves us is a hero; and in the exigencies of
political action men are always looking for someone to save them.
A sharp crisis in social and political affairs—when something
must be done and done quickly—naturally intensifies interest
in the hero. No matter what one's political complexion, hope
for the resolution of a crisis is always bound up with hope for the
appearance of strong or intelligent leadership to cope with
difficulties and perils. The more urgent the crisis, the more
intense is the longing, whether it be a silent prayer or public
exhortation, for the proper man to master it. He may be called
"saviour," "pram on horseback," "prophet," "sociajl engineer,"
"beloved disciple," "scientific revolutionist/' depending upon
the vocabulary of the creed or party. Programmes are important,
bat they are apt to be forgotten in periods of heightened tension,
when want or danger is so palpable that it sits on everybody's
doorstep. Besides, programmes are only declarations of intent
and promise. As declarations, they remain in the limbo of the

